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Transform Yourself from "Passion Victim" to Passionista!In the smash hit She Comes First, Ian

Kerner singlehandedly waged battle against male sexual "ill-cliteracy," and women everywhere

benefited from his "viva la vulva" philosophy of female pleasure. Now, in Passionista, it's time to

learn all about what turns men onand makes them stay on. In this point-by-point, "blow-by-blow"

guide, Kerner makes giving as much fun as receiving as he covers every angle of male sexuality,

unlocks the secrets of satisfaction, and offers knowledgeable answers to the questions every

woman wonders about. His advice is the closest you'll ever come to waking up in a guy's skin and

knowing what truly makes him sexually tick.Written in the same witty, insightful, and utterly readable

voice that has made She Comes First and Be Honest so popular, Passionista is the empowered

woman's guide to enjoying sex to the fullest
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â€œIn Passionista, his pleasure is all yours!â€• (Tracey Cox, bestselling author of

SuperSex)â€œPassionista satisfies the reader with tasty morsels of sexual enlightenment, nibble by

nibble, bite by bite.â€• (Lou Paget, best-selling author of How to Be a Great Lover and The Great

Lover Playbook)

The companion book to Ian Kerner's smash success She Comes First, He Comes Next offers

women his sometimes radical, always expert advice on everything from the nature of male desire to

sex-techniques that workWhile women everywhere benefited from Ian Kerner's sexual philosophy of



female pleasure in She Comes First, now it's time to learn all about what turns men on and makes

them stay on. In He Comes Next, Kerner covers every angle of male sexuality, illuminates the most

common sex-life ruts, and offers practical, knowledgeable answers to women's most frequently

asked questions. In his role as a sex therapist, Kerner has spoken with countless men not only

about the best sex they ever had, but also perhaps more important about the best sex they never

had -- experiences they always desired and fantasized about, but were afraid to share with their

partners. In the spirit of "full exposure," He Comes Next is the closest you'll ever come to waking up

in a guy's skin and knowing what truly makes him sexually tick.Sexual pleasure goes beyond tips

and tactics, however. Our sexual identities -- and the expression, gratification, and growth of these

identities -- is fundamental to the success of our intimate relationships. With step-by-step and -- yes

-- blow-by-blow detail, Kerner provides a clear, concise, achievable vision of sexual pleasure, one in

which each technique forwards the action and where the whole is greater than the sum of its

parts.Written in the same witty, insightful, and utterly readable voice that has made She Comes First

and Be Honest -- You're Not That Into Him Either so popular, He Comes Next is the thinking

woman's guide to enjoying sex to the fullest and ensuring that he does the same.

Not a lot of technique - but some. Something more useful though; an attempt to make women

understand the male psyche in relation to sexuality better.

Book is very helpful to why men are the way they are and how to fight through those barriers....

this book help me to solving situation better. tks author

I really liked how this book discussed techniques and emotional presence. It was a very easy read. I

will refer back to it for tips.

Ian Keller does it again! I love hisAttention to detail-not only when explaining physiology but also

detailing the actsThemselves

Factual, helpful, quick read, great results! My man was VERY happy when I finished the book and

put my new knowledge to use! I recommend "She comes first" for men! Excellent information for

both!



I learned a lot about the psyche of men and sex and there were some interested tips and tricks said.

Great read! Lots of great advice and lessons in pleasuring a man. Learned a lot and will be very

useful.Writing is easy reading and entertaining as well as educational. Will probably review again.
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